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To say that I felt a part of the Jewish community when I started going to Sunday school would be 

a lie. To say that becoming Bat Mitzvah at age twelve was nonnegotiable in my family would be 

a fact. And to say that I have felt the most connected to my Judaism now more than ever is the 

truth.  

Judaism has always been a part of my life but in no way a substantial one. Unfortunately 

attending religious school up until Confirmation at the stipulation of my parents didn’t quite 

make me a religious adolescent, just a cranky one. 

I anticipated that my feelings of Jew-iosity would remain consistent as I left home; High 

Holidays, Chanukah, Seder, lather, rinse, repeat. But on the contrary, being away at a Big Ten 

school and fearing the worst I clung to whatever I possibly could to keep myself from drowning 

in a sea of students. Judaism became my life raft and Hillel was an island. 

Floating through my first two years at school I have made countless connections with Jewish 

students and Hillel professionals all contributing to my pieced together collection of Judaism. 

And going in to this summer I was presented with an opportunity to apply for the Lewis Summer 

Internship Program and went for it. I figured it would be more or less an extension of my Hillel 

Island not to mention some quality work experience. 

The further along I went in the interview process, the more invested I became in the program. I 

kept hearing about the interns being a united cohort of thirty, and work environments that would 

prepare me for the working world. Now being what I’d like to call a success story of the program 

(and I only say that because I totally bought in to every seminar and program provided) I can 

honestly say that the experience I anticipated far exceeded my expectations- not to mention the 

close group of friends I met along the way. From the initial game of Jewish Geography to our 

Shabbat retreat all the way to our final days as interns I am proud to call my network of LSIPs 

some of my best friends that I wouldn’t have met otherwise. 

I now have friends that identify as all different types of Jews whether they are secular, orthodox, 

cultural, reform, conservative, and everything in between. I have asked questions, I have 

provided answers and I have learned more about myself by listening to others than I thought 

possible. Our twice weekly seminars helped me to build relationships and form my Jewish 

identity not to mention skills that can be applied to all professional experiences to come.  

The working world, nine to five, business casual, commuter lifestyle that I led for eight weeks 

was nothing short of a culture shock coming from my college kid, sleep in late, sweats and a 

hoodie, walk to class deal I’ve got going on during the year. But I wouldn’t trade it for anything 

else. I learned what it was like to have a boss that depended on me. I learned that every bit of 

work matters regardless of one’s status as a lowly envelope-stuffing intern (upwards of 4000 

envelopes over the course of the summer and paper cuts to show for it). And most importantly, I 

learned that forming relationships is what drives any work environment. Making connections, 

finding a passion, and really listening to people is what will make the difference between a nine-

to-five job and a career that you’re excited about.  



As a clueless college student going in to my junior year I can truly say that I haven’t the slightest 

idea as to what I want to do with the rest of my life. But I can tell you that wherever I end up, I 

will love what I do and I will love the people with whom I work. The Lewis Summer Internship 

Program has increased the size of my Jewish island and my professional island too; and with the 

help of all the tools I now possess, I’m thinking I can loosen the grip on my life raft and chill on 

the beach.  
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